CHEETAH PLAINS

Architect and interior design studio ARRCC has completed a safari retreat in the Sabi Sand Game Reserve, a South African park that is home to elephants, lions, rhinos, giraffes, hippos and cheetahs. ARRCC, by combining traditional safari-style architecture with more simple, contemporary details created an “afro-minimalist” aesthetic at Cheetah Plains.

Interior Design: ARRCC

Oggie Oak Crudo Living
with WOCA Denmark Extra White UV Oil
The Onyx is a successful repurposing of the iconic Nedbank Building. Just 10 minutes’ walk from the V&A Waterfront it offers residents an opportunity to live in sophisticated, urban apartments and penthouses located in the cultural heart of Cape Town.

Developer: Signatura
Architect: Robert Silke and Partners
Interior Designer: FDP Interiors
Oggie Oak Herringbone Rustic Greymist with WOCA Denmark UV Oil
BANTRY BAY

Versailles panels in oak were chosen to give this existing penthouse a new contemporary European revamp. The outcome is clean, modern and exquisite.

Interior Design: 360 Design

Oggie Oak Versailles Panels with WOCA Denmark Extra White Oil.
The Manor House is the newest addition to Mont Rochelle. This beautiful four-bedroom villa can be booked for exclusive use and is ideal for families or small groups looking to escape to the winelands.

Design: Kritzinger Architects

Oggie Oak Cerato Greymist with WOCA Denmark UV Oil
This beachside home, which maximises magnificent sea views of Hermanus is designed with a welcoming nautical style. The hand-scraped floor, with the same rippled look of a windswept sand dune, was the perfect choice.

Architects: Wynand Wilsenach

Ogee Oak Classico Rustic Handscreaped Greymist with WOCA Denmark UV Oil
Camissa House is more than just a boutique hotel, this is a serene, mountainside hideaway found in Cape Town’s most enviable location. All their rooms flaunt magnificent views of the city, perfectly complimenting the tranquility that stem from its spectacular surrounds.

Interior Design: Make Studio
Oggie Oak Chevron with WOCA Denmark White Oil
TEN ON Q boasts some nifty space saving and compact living features. All Blok developments come complete with exquisite finishes with natural oak flooring throughout and the finest bathroom and kitchen fittings.

Developer: Blok
Architects: WAUW

Oggie Oak Classico Rustic Greymist
with WOCA Denmark UV Oil
Oggie floors are in the Owners Lodge and the Superior Lodge. These tranquil wineland lodges are a sophisticated and spacious haven in which to relax and unwind.

Architects: dhk

Oggie Oak Crudo Living with Custom Colour
AVENUE ST. LEON

This contemporary residence high up in Fresnaye overlooking the Atlantic Ocean exemplifies a rare design synergy between architect and owner with a symbiotic combination of wood, concrete, glass and steel, interspersed with wide open-plan spaces.

Architects: Inhouse

Oggie Oak Cerato Rustic Dove Grey with WOCA Denmark UV Oil
Fourty on L is a new urban living development from the BLOK stable. The developers are already well known for a number of other urban-specific designs within the city of Cape Town. Fourty on L brings global travellers and savvy locals a trendy urban lifestyle at a deliberately lower price point without compromising on quality.

Developer: Blok
Architects: WAUW
Interiors: Bone Interior Design
Oggie Oak Ona Rustic Natural with WOCA Denmark UV Oil
This stately home with lots of space in a secure estate is perfect for a house that loves to entertain.

Interior Design: LVN Interiors
Oggie Oak Ona Living Greymist with WOCA Denmark UV Oil
SINGITA – KWITONDA
RWANDA

The floors and ceilings highlight the authentic East African appeal of this remarkable award-winning lodge.

Architects: Gapp Architects & Urban Designers
Interior Design: Cecile & Boyd, HK Studio

Oggie Oak Ande Brazil Brown with
WOCA Denmark Natural Hardwax Oil
Situated on a very steep site with spectacular ocean and mountain views, the open plan design maximises connections with the surrounding landscape. Bold landscape elements are used to break the scale of the house and integrate to the mountain.

Architects: SAOTA
Interior Designers: Cecile & Boyd

Oggie Oak Cerato Rustic Greymist with WOCA Denmark UV Oil
The development sets a new standard for vibrant and trendy co-working office spaces by providing a cutting edge 6-star rated Green Building.

Architect: Daffancho

Ogge Oak Herringbone Rustic Greymist with WOCA Denmark UV Oil
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